Ambient Behaviour, By Example
There are four basic reduction rules in the calculus: A standard semantic equivalence: P ' Q iff the observable behaviour of an assembly with component P is unaffected by replacing P with Q. Example: quicksort ' bubble sort.
In the ambient calculus:
Let P + n mean that process P may evolve in a series of steps to a process P 0 that has a top-level ambient named n. Let a context C() be a process with a hole; examples: just a hole (), down one level n () , guarded in n:(), replicated !() Let P ' Q iff for all n, C(), C(P) + n , C(Q) + n. n j open n:0 ! 0 but n j open n:0 6 ' 0 A law: for all P, nn j open n:P ' nP.
Example 2: Perfect Firewalls, Perfect Encryption
If nobody inside or outside an ambient knows its name, then it forms a perfect boundary between its inside and outside.
An ambient n P abstractly models an internet firewall named n, enclosing a group of machines P. 
But it's dreadful for others.
Try proving that if C(0) + n then C(P) + n.
Solution: Hardenings and Labelled Transitions
A concretion is a phrase phP 0 iP 00 (Milner) . New idea: a hardening P phP 0 iP 00 identifies a top-level process P 0 of P, the residue P 00 , and the bindingsp they share. 
Definition of Labelled Transitions
First, a transition P M ,! P 0 , for M 2 fin n; out n; open ng, means that P has effect M on parent or sibling n, and evolves to P 0 . Second, a transition P ,! P 0 means that P internally evolves in one step to P 0 . Here is the rule for exiting an ambient: 
M-transitions
-
Theorems about Hardening and Labelled Transitions
(1) If P phP 0 iP 00 then P pP 0 j P 00 .
(2) If P Q and Q rhQ 0 iQ 00 then there are P 0 and P 00 with Hence, we solve the problem of proving C(0) + n implies C(P) + n.
Problem 2: The Trouble with Contexts
General contexts C() possess neither of the desirable properties:
(1) they have a unique hole, preserved by reduction, (2) they are identified up to alpha-conversion.
Usual solution: identify a limited set of contexts satisfying (1), (2), and:
(3) A Context Lemma: P ' Q if and only if for all limited contexts H and names n, that HfPg + n , HfQg + n.
In CCS and the -calculus, the limited contexts are simply parallel observers; H ::= -j R. (De Nicola and Hennessy) 
Parallel Observers and the Ambient Calculus
Let P = out p:0 and Q = 0.
We have P j R + n , Q j R + n for all n and R, while if C() = p m () we have C(P) + m but not C(Q) + m.
Therefore the set of parallel observers does not satisfy a context lemma in the ambient calculus.
Solution: Harnesses
Our solution is to augment parallel observers with ambients:
Harnesses: 
